
VECTOR BUNDLES OVER ORBIT MANIFOLDS

BY

DENIS SJERVE

1. Introduction. Let -n denote any finite group, not necessarily abelian, acting

freely as diffeomorphisms on some standard sphere 5n. If TV/=TV/" denotes the orbit

manifold Sn/ir, then it is a compact, connected manifold of dimension n and the

quotient map p: Sn —> M is a principal w-bundle.

If £ is an orientable real 2r +1 bundle over TV/ we may interpret it as the homotopy

class of a map £: TV/-> BSO (2r+1). Now we ask the following questions:

(1.1) when does f pull back to a 2s— 1, 1 úst^r, bundle over Ml

(1.2) when does £ pull back to a 2s, luster, bundle over Ml

In other words, we want to study the lifting problem

BSO (k)

M—^BSO(2r+l)

k = 2s,   2s— 1.

For (1.1) we have the necessary conditions:

(1.3) (i) mod 2 torsion Ps(0 = 0, Fs+1(f)=0,.. .,Fr(f) = 0;

(ii) the bundle p*(0 over Sn pulls back to a 2s— 1 bundle, (i) follows from the

Whitney duality theorem on the integral Pontrjagin classes F¡(£). Similarly we have

the following necessary conditions for (1.2):

(1.4) (i) mod 2 torsion Fs+1(£) = 0,..., Pr($) = 0;

(ii) there exists u e H2s(M; Z) such that u2=Ps(t¡);

(iii) the bundle /?*(£) over Sn pulls back to a 2s bundle,

(ii) is a necessary condition because in 7F*(BSO (2s); Z) the Pontrjagin class Fs

is the square of the Euler class v2s.

In this paper we make the following assumption:

(1.5) Hypothesis. \n\ =the order of n, is odd.

(1.6) Remark. The case n = 1 is trivial so we exclude it in all that follows. Also,

it is well known that the only group acting freely on an even dimensional sphere

is Z2. Therefore «S3 is odd and 7r1(TV/)=7r. Moreover, according to (2.1), every

bundle £ is a spin bundle (i.e., w1(^) = 0, w2(£) = 0). In (1.3) and (1.4) we may

drop the condition on two torsions since H*iM; Z) has only odd torsion.
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The following theorems give conditions under which (1.3) and (1.4) are also

sufficient.

(1.7) Theorem. Let ¿j be any 2r+ 1 bundle over M. Ifq/\Tr\ is any prime divisor we

assume q> [n/2] — 2s+ 2. Then ¿¡pulls back to a 2s—I bundle if il.3) is true.

(1.8) Theorem. Again £ is a 2r+ 1 bundle over M. Ifq/\Tr\ is any prime divisor we

assume q>max ([n/2]— s+ 1,5+1). Then tj pulls back to a 2s bundle if il.4) is true.

(1.9) Remark. These theorems include the cases where the Pontrjagin classes

vanish for dimensional reasons (i.e., ja [n/4] in (1.7) and s> [n/4] in (1.8)).

(1.10) Remark. If one assumes that the action of n on Sn is given by some

representation of -n by orthogonal matrices then the possible groups -n and the

possible n have been determined by Vincent (see [11]). In fact, under the restriction

that \rr\ is odd, the group tt is presented by

ar =1,    ts = 1,    tot'1 = a\       where r > 0, \ir\ = rs,

(r—1)5 is relatively prime to r, and F=l (mod r). Moreover, any such presented

group 77 can act freely and orthogonally on some sphere Sn. The possible values of«

are given by easy arithmetic conditions on r, s, t.

In §2 some necessary lemmas are stated, in §3 the proofs are given, and in §4

applications are given. Finally, I would like to thank Professors Spanier and

Thomas of Berkeley and the Forschungsinstitut für Mathematik, ETH.

2. Preliminary lemmas. Let C„ denote the Serre class of all finite abelian

groups whose orders are relatively prime to |-ït| and let J e C„be a generic element.

We denote by p any of the obvious maps Z ©J^- Z, Z ©J-*-Z\ni = the cyclic

group of order |tt|. Then the following is well known:

(2.1) Lemma, (i) H\M;J) = 0 far 0</<« and H H\M; Z)=0 for 0<i<n,

i.e., the order of every element is a divisor of \ir\ ;

(ii) />* : H\M; Z©F)ï/F(M; Z)for 0<i<n and

P* : H2iiM;Z)^H2\M;Zw)forO<2i<n;

(Hi) H2i + 1iM; Z) = 0 for 0<2l+i<n;
(iv) p* : Hn(M;J)^HniSn;J) and p* : H\M; Z © J) -»• HniSn; Z © J) is a

monomorphism.

For the next lemma let Vn,n-m be the Stiefel manifold of n — m frames in «-space.

Denote by « (resp. m) the greatest (resp. least) odd integer á « (resp. ^ m) and denote

by S the product s2m + 1 xS2m + 5 x • • • x52n"3 where we must include the factor

5" "1 if « is even and the factor Sm if m is even. If «=in replace SZm + lx ■ ■ ■ x S2n " 3

by a point. Putting nx equal to the least dimension of all spheres in S we have

(2.2) Lemma, (i) for all i, Tr,(Fnn_m) and tt^S) are isomorphic mod finite groups.

(ii) Tor TTiiVnn_m) e C„ ifi<nx + 2q — 3 for all prime divisors q/\rr\ irecall that \n\

is odd).
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3. Proofs of Theorems.    Recall that we are assuming |-w| is odd. To prove (1.7)

we consider the lifting problem

(3.1)

V-^BSO(2i-l)

M—£-^BSO(2r+l)

The fiber V is the Stiefel manifold Var+i.ar+i-w-n so that according to (2.2) we

have

(3.2) (i) 7Ti(V) and ^(S45-1 x Sis + 3 x ■•■ xS4'"1) are isomorphic mod finite

groups;

(ii) Tor 7T,(K) e Cn for all i^n-l.

(3.3) Remark. The fiber Fis 2s—2 connected and therefore is simply connected

if s> 1. If s=l V is no longer simply connected but we can replace BSO (k) by

BSpin (k) without loss of generality (see (1.6)) so that the fiber becomes simply

connected.

In the Postnikov resolution of (3.1) we encounter obstructions in the groups

Hi + 1(M; ■ni(V)) for 2s-1 ^/a«-1. But, according to (3.2) and (2.1), these groups

are zero for i=£4s—l, 4s+3,..., 4s+4t—l and n — l, where t is the largest integer

such that 4s + 4i — 1 g min (n — 2, 4r — 1). If t < 0 there is only one possibly nonzero

obstruction (corresponding to /=« —1). To shorten notation put ttí=ttí(V). Then

our Postnikov resolution becomes

• • K,

/

Vx^V0= K-^BSO(2í-1)

_/

ft

(3.4)

E—j^K(nn.x,n)

El-1^+K(ni„it-x,4s + 4l)—p-+K(Zw,4s + 4t)

Ei-¡^K(tTis + 4(_ i, 4s + 4/)-p-+K(Zm, 4s + 4i)

Pi

M y^F0 = BSO (2r+ O-j/^F^!, 4s)-p-^K(Zw, 4s)
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Here the F¡, 0^/^í, are the various spaces in the tower and the kt are the corre-

sponding Postnikov invariants. F and k are the top dimensional space and invariant.

Notice that we ignore most of the spaces and invariants in the "actual" Postnikov

resolution because the corresponding obstructions are zero as remarked above.

This makes no essential difference. Finally the spaces V¡ are the fibers of the q¡.

By standard theory we know that £ lifts up to Fi+1 in (3.4) if, and only if, there

exists a lifting r¡: M -y F¡ so that the obstruction r¡*(ki)e His+ii(M;Tris+ii_x) is

zero. By (2.1) r¡*(k¡) = 0 if, and only if, r¡*p%(kt) = 0. The idea is to relate the ob-

structions in the groups His + ii(M; Z[n]) to the Pontrjagin classes Fs+i(£), 0^/ár,

reduced mod \n\. However, suppose for the moment that f has been lifted up to F:

BSO (2s-1)

E-^Kfa-un)

Sn-p-*Af-^BSO (2r+1)

The last obstruction to lifting £ is rj*(k) e H"(M; Trn-i)- Now the map

F-> BSO (2r+ 1) is a composite of fibrations whose fibers are Eilenberg-MacLane

spaces of typeF(G,./),./^«-2. Thus it follows that7i-n(F)^7rn(BSO (2r+1)) via the

induced map. In particular t] ° /? is the unique (up to homotopy) lifting of £ •/? up to

F. Since f •/? lifts past F so does r\p, i.e., p*r¡*(k)=0. The homotopy group 77-n_1 is

either J or Z ©J, where Je Cn. But in either case (2.1) implies /?*: //"(TV/; TTn-x)

-> Hn(Sn; iTn-x) has zero kernel. Thus r¡*(k) = 0 and | lifts up to BSO (2s- 1). In

the remainder of the proof we restrict our attention to the k¡.

Since H*(BSO (2r+ I); Zi!t\) is a polynomial algebra on the Pontrjagin classes

Px, ...,Fr we can consider "Pontrjagin classes" Fs+¡ e //4s + 4i(F,; Zw) for

s4-/^r. Moreover, we would like to "identify" these "Pontrjagin classes" with the

invariants p^k,) e Hi,+iiiE,; Zw) for all i£t.

Actually, we have

(3.5) Lemma. Fs+i = 0 in ff*«+"(£t+1; Z,,,) and =aip*(kl) in //4s + 4i(F¡; Zm),

where ax is relatively prime to \n\.

Proof. By standard Postnikov theory we know that

(3.6) 77J(Fi) = 0fory<4s + 4/-l and/. : tt^V^tt^Vo) for yä4s + 4/- 1. By the

Serre exact sequence of ql+1 it then follows that

qf+x : W(Ei+1;Zw) s /F(BSO (2s- 1); Z,„)

for j<4s + 4i + 3. In particular Fs+i = 0 in //4s + 4l(Fi + 1; Z|„,) since it is zero in
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//4s + 4i(BSO (2i-1); Z|„|). Note that this implies Fs+, is in the image of the trans-

gression of the fibration qt and is therefore a multiple of p*(/c,) since

H*>+«-*(Vt; Zw) z Zw

is cyclic and ?*(£,) transgresses from the fundamental class of 7/4s + 4f(F,; Zlnl). The

lemma for /' = 0 follows directly from a theorem of Borel-Hirzebruch (p. 377 of [1]).

Now consider the commutative diagram of fibrations

/ -> V

BSO(2s-l) -► BSO (2(5 + /)-l)

BSO(2r+l) -y* BSO(2r+l)

where s+i^r, V is the Stiefel manifold V2r+x2rJl_x_{2i¡í+i)_X), and all the maps are

standard. We use the notation E'¡, k'j for the right hand fibration in the same way

that Ej, k, is used for the left hand one. According to Borel-Hirzebruch we have

Fs+i = a'p*(^ó) in the resolution of the right hand fibration. By naturality of Post-

nikov resolutions we have the (homotopy) commutative diagram

(3.7)

X<-
f

s. v0-

BSO(25-l)

/•/.

Er

BSO(2r+l)

/

1

-+V

->BSO(2(i+/)-l)

P*k'o.
+E'o = BSO(2r+l)F*^>F(Z|Ä|,45 + 4/)

1

■* BSO(2r+l)
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The fiber off: f-> K' is the Stiefel manifold K2(,+tt_i,ai and therefore, by (2.2),

we have /* : tt;( V) -> tt¡í V) is a C„ isomorphism if 45+ 2^-4 >y> 4(5+/')-4 for

all prime divisors q of |rr|. Also from (2.2) we have tt¡ÍV) e Cn fory'<4(5 + /)— 1.

From (3.6) it now follows that (/°/)*: tt/KJ-^tt/K') is a C„ isomorphism if

j< 4s + 2q — 4 for all prime divisors q of |-77-|. From the generalized Whitehead

theorem (see (3.3)) and the universal coefficient theorem we get

(f°ft*:W(V;Zw)^H>(VùZw)

is an isomorphism if j<4s-\-2q — 5. The condition <7>[«/2]—25+2 in (1.7) implies

that 45+4r— 1 <45+ 2^ — 5 for all such q. Thus

(3.8) if of)* : His + ii-\V ; Z^H^+v-^Vs, Zw) for all i£t. Notice also

that both groups are isomorphic to Zw.

Let T, be the transgression in K, -> BSO (25-1) -íí» F, and let r' be the trans-

gression in V -> BSO (2(5+/) — 1) -*■ E'0. There are fundamental classes

„.etf^-irr,,^«.!)

and v' e ni' + il~1(V; ttís+íí-xÍV')). Moreover, the Postnikov invariants

fe,6/i*»+«(£i;7r4,+4t_1)

and k'0 e Hi$ + iiiE¡¡; ^ií+u-i(V')) are simply t,(¡;¡) and t'(v') resp. By naturality we

have r{(f ofi)*(Pit(v'))=g*T'(pie(v'))=gt(p*k'o). Now Ps+i = a'P¡tik'o), where a' is

relatively prime to H. Thus, in 7í4s+4i(F¡ ; Zm) we have Fs+, =g*(Fs+,) = a'gf ip*k'0)

= Tiifofi)*ia'p^iv')). This together with (3.8) and p*iki) = TiipJt.(vi)) concludes the

proof of (3.5).

Consider now the situation

F, + i

Fi + i

£,-^F0t4S+4í-i, 4s+4i)—+KiZw, 45+4/)

M-^-*BSO(2r+l)

Suppose r¡: M-> F, is some lifting of ¿j. The r¡ will lift up to Fi+1 if, and only if,

y*ip*kt)=0. By (3.5) and (2.1) this happens if, and only if, ^*(Fs+,)=0. Since

7,*iPs+i)=Ps+iiO and p„ : 7/4s+4i(M; Z)^His + i\M; Zw) this proves (1.7).

To prove (1.8) consider the lifting problem

V->BSO (25)

(3.9)

Ji/'—r^BSOO+l)
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The fiber Fis the Stiefel manifold V2r+i,2r+i-2s and therefore we have

(3.10) (i) TTiiV) and 77,(S2sxS4s+3 x 54s + 7 x • • • x S4'"1) are isomorphic mod

finite groups;

(ii) Tor TTi(V) s C for all iá«-1.

In the Postnikov resolution of (3.9) we encounter obstructions in the groups

Ht + 1(M; ni), where «r,=ir,(K), for / = 2s, 4s- l, 4s + 3, 4s + 7,..., 4s + 4r-5, n-1,

where t is chosen to be the largest integer satisfying 4s + 4r — 5¿min (« — 2, 4r— 1).

The hypothesis of (1.8) allows us to conclude, exactly as in the proof of (3.5), that

for i'=4s+3, 4s+7, ..., 4s+4r—5, the obstructions to lifting £ are the Pontrjagin

classes Fs+1(£),.. . ,Fr(£). However, this is definitely false for / = 4s—1. Our

Postnikov resolution therefore becomes

V-> BSO (2s)

E —¡^ KÍTTn-x,n)

(3.11)

F(Z,2s) —-+ Ex -r-+ KÍttís_x,4s) -> K(ZW, 4s)
J        i     Ki P

M —-> F0 = BSO (2r 4-1) -r—»• F(Z,2s+l)
s k0

The first obstruction to lifting f is f*(&0) e //2s + 1(A/; Z). By (2.1) this group is zero

if 2s+1 #«. If 2s+1 =n the obstruction is known to be the Euler class xii) (see [9]).

But x(0 = Sw2s(£), where w2s(Ç) is the 2sth Stiefel-Whitney class of £ and 8 is

the coboundary for the coefficient sequence 0->-Z->Z-»Z2->-0. Again (2.1)

implies ¿¡*(k0)=0.

The Postnikov invariant kx is treated exactly as in the proof of Theorem B in [8].

It follows from [8] thaty'*0>!tA;1) = i2, where t e H2s(Z, 2s; ZW)^ZW is the funda-

mental class (here is where we use q>s+ 1 for all prime divisors q of |7r| for then

His(Z, 2s; Z\n])^Zw generated by i2). As in [8] there is a 1-1 correspondence

between liftings t?: M —> Ex and cohomology classes v e H2s(M; Z). Moreover, one

has r¡*(pj.kx) = v2 + cPs(¿;) under this correspondence, where c is any integer so that

4c+l=0(mod |tt|). Thus f lifts past Ex in (3.11) if, and only if, there exists

ve H2s(M;Z) satisfying v2 + cPs(£)=0. But this is equivalent to (ii) in (1.4).

Finally, the top dimensional obstruction is handled as in the proof of (1.7). This

proves (1.8).

4. Applications. Recall that tt acts freely on 5" as diffeomorphisms and M= Sn/tr

is the orbit manifold. A theorem of Hirsch (see [2]) states that the manifold TV/

immerses in Rn + k (k~¿ 1) if, and only if, the stable normal bundle v pulls back to a k

bundle. Then (1.3), (1.4), (1.7) and (1.8) imply
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(4.1) Theorem, (i) Assume q> [«/2] — 2s + 2 for all prime divisors q of \n\. Then

M immerses in R"*^-1 ¡f and only if, Pi(v) = 0for sí¿ifí [n/4].

(ii) Ps(v)jt0 implies M does not immerse in R"--1-2^1.

(iii) Assume q> max ([n/2] — s+ 1, s+1) for all prime divisors q of \n\. Then M

immerses in Rn + 2s if and only if, Ft(v) = 0 for s+l^/^[«/4] and there exists

u e H2s(M; Z) such that u2 =Ps(v).

(iv) If there is no ue H2s(M; Z) such that u2=Ps(v), then TV/ does not immerse in
D71 + 2S

We can also apply our theorems to the tangent bundle t of TV/. Any integer k 2:1

can be written uniquely in the form k = 2ia + b(2c+l), where a, c^O and 0 fib S3.

Define p(k) = 2" + 8a — 1. Also define an /--field to be r vector fields everywhere

linearly independent. The following theorem is due to Adams, Hurwitz and

Radon:

(4.2) Theorem. S"-1 has a P(N)-field but not a (P(N) + l)-field.

After a short calculation one easily proves:

(4.3) Lemma, (i) for TV^O we have pi2N+2)f¿N+4 with equality only for TW3;

(ii) for TW3 we have pi2N+2)f¿N+2 with equality only for N= 1 ;

(iii) for TWO, 1, 3, 7 we have p(2TV+2)^TV.

First we consider the special cases. Thus we have

(4.4) Theorem, (i) all TV/3 are parallelizable (indeed, every compact orientable

3-manifold is parallelizable) ;

(ii) all TV/7 admit 4-fields ;

(iii) if 3 \ \tt\, then TV/7 Aas a 5-field if, and only if, there exists u e H2(M; Z)

satisfying Pi(M) = u2 ;

(iv) if 3 \ \tt\, then TV/7 is parallelizable if, and only if, Px(M) = 0;

(v) all TV/15 admit %-fields.

Let p equal the maximum number of everywhere linearly independent vector

fields on Sn (see (4.2)). Then the general case is

(4.5) Theorem, (i) nj=3,l, 15 implies M" admits 2[p/2]-fields (also true for

n = 15 by (v) above). If p is even, this is best possible;

(ii) assume «^3, 7, 15; /? is odd; and q>(n — p)/2+l for all prime divisors

q of \tt\. Then TV/" admits a p-field.

Expressed somewhat differently these theorems say that TV/", for «^7, has the

same maximal number of linearly independent vector fields as the sphere Sn

provided we assume something about |7r|.

(4.6) Conjecture. M", for n + 1, has the same number of vector fields as 5".

Interesting examples of the orbit manifolds M are the lens spaces. Let m be any

odd  integer  and  let  alt...,an+1   be  integers  relatively  prime  to  m.  If  0
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= exp (27t(V— l)/w), then Zm, the cyclic group presented by: t, tm= 1, acts on the

sphere S2n + 1 as follows:

tkiZx, . . ., Zn+X)   =  idk°lZx, .   . .,  6k"n,lZn+x),

where (zl7..., zn+ x) is a complex («+l)-tuple representing a point of S2n + 1. For the

orbit manifold we use the notation L=L2n + 1=Lim; ax,..., an+x). The total

Pontrjagin class of the tangent bundle t is given by (see [7]) F(t) = (1 +axx2)

■ • -(1+û2+1x2), where x 6 H2iL; Z) is some class. In particular if all the #, = a this

becomes F(r) = (1 + a2x2)n +1. Since there is no two torsion in H*iL ; Z) the Whitney

duality theorem gives

pw= 2 (-i)l(B|,)«**M.

where v is the stable normal bundle. Thus

/>j(l,)  =  (-l)<i'I + 'jö2i;c2i

(4.1) now becomes

(4.7) Theorem, (i) Assume q>n — 2s + 2 for all prime divisors q of m. Then L

immerses in R2n + 2s if and only if

CD-(mod m)

for s£i£[n/2].

(ii)
/« + 5\
I        1^0   (mod m)

implies L does not immerse in R2n + 2s ihere s á [«/2]).

(iii) Assume q> max (« — 5+1, 5+1) for all prime divisors q of m. Then L im-

merses in R2n + 2s + 1 if and only if

(TH(mod m)

for 5+1 g i£[n/2] and

is a quadratic residue mod m ihere s^ [n/2]).

(iv) //

is not a quadratic residue mod m, then L does not immerse in R2n + 2s+1 ihere s S [n/2]).
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Using (4.7) together with the following theorem of Olum (see [6]) one can give

examples of homotopically equivalent lens spaces which have best possible im-

mersions into different dimensions. Such examples have already been given by

Kobayashi.

(4.8) Theorem. L(m; aly..., an+1) and L(m; A^,..., An+1an+i) are homo-

topically equivalent if, and only if, there exists an integer k such that Al5..., An+1

= ±&" + 1(mod«j).

(4.9) Example. Take « = 2 and w = 5. Then all the lens spaces F(5; üx,a2, a3)

are homotopically equivalent. From (4.1) it easily follows that for (ßi, a2, a3)

= (1, 1, 1), (1, 4, 1), (1, 1, 4), (1, 4, 4) all the corresponding lens spaces do not

immerse in Ä7; whereas for any other (al5 a2, a3) of the form (1, a2, a3) they do.

(4.10) Example. Take « = 3 and m = 1. Then all lens spaces V are homotopically

equivalent. Consider F=F(7;2, 1, 1, 1) and F'=F(7; 1, 1, 1, 1). Then Fi(F)=0

and PxiL')=£0. Thus L is parallelizable, where F' is not.

For references on the immersion problem for lens spaces see [3], [4], [5], [8]

and [10].
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